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QUESTION 1

Which of the following gives a good initial estimate for the physical log size? 

A. 110% ofrootdbs. 

B. 110% the default buffer pool. 

C. 110% of the logical log space. 

D. 110% of combined buffer pool. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about automatic space management is true? 

A. Spaces cannot be extended manually. 

B. Onlyunmirrored spaces can be extended. 

C. Mirrored andunmirrored spaces can be extended. 

D. The time interval for low storage space checks is not user configurable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

If SQLTRACE is enabled, what information is displayed by this statement? select max(sql_runtime) from syssqltrace; 

A. The SQL statement with the least wait time. 

B. The SQL statement with the least I/O wait time. 

C. The SQL statement with the most I/O wait time. 

D. The SQL statement with the most execution time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What does the SP_WAITTIME variable control? 

A. The maximum time allowed for distributed stored procedures to complete. 

B. The maximum amount ofwait time for a reply from an H/A cluster secondary. 
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C. The maximum time a user session will wait for a space extension to complete. 

D. The maximum amount ofwait time permitted before an automatic space allocation will begin. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The following shrink command has what effect on the customer table? execute function sysadmin:task("table
shrink","customer") 

A. Moves all rows to the beginning of the table while users can modify the table. 

B. Locks the table in exclusive mode and moves all rows to the beginning of the table. 

C. Locks the table in exclusive mode and releases all free space at the end of the table. 

D. Releases all free space at the end of the table to thedbspace while users can modify the table. 

Correct Answer: D 
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